Application of preferential crystallization to resolve racemic compounds in a hybrid process.
The application of preferential crystallization is at present limited to conglomerate forming systems, which cover only a minor part of chiral substances. In this paper, a hybrid process is proposed that extends the applicability of the preferential crystallization principle to the more common racemic compound forming systems. It comprises a preliminary (e.g., chromatographic) enantiomeric enrichment step and preferential crystallization to finally produce the desired pure enantiomer(s). The applicability of preferential crystallization to racemic compounds is demonstrated on the example of mandelic acid as a model system. Direct monitoring of the separation progress is performed using combined online polarimetry and online density measurements. A cyclic crystallization process, which provides alternating the pure mandelic acid enantiomer and the racemic compound, is feasible and allows the resolution of rac-mandelic acid as part of the proposed hybrid approach.